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Sleep acts as the physical and
mental healing time for our brain
and body. 
It is said that sleep is not an equal
pillar to diet and movement but the
foundation of our overall health.  
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SLEEP IS A BASIC NEED

TIP: Following your body’s natural cycle is one of the best ways to maximize your
sleep. Are you a night owl or a morning bird, or maybe you sit in the middle like
half of the population? Identify your Chronotype (when are naturally tired and
awake each day) and try to follow your natural schedules your body can regulate
cortisol levels during the day and increase melatonin levels for sleep at night.

Sleep has two oscillating factors;
our internal body clock, known as
our Circadian Rhythm (Process
C), and the natural build-up of
Adenosine during the day, known
as Sleep Pressure (Process S).

IDEALLY, THESE TWO LINE UP AT BEDTIME SO THAT SLEEP COMES EASILY. 



SLEEP HEALS

REM sleep offers emotional support;

our brain is the most active during

this stage and as we dream it allows

our brain to process what happened

that day, allowing us to wake the next

morning and better handle the

emotions and trauma experienced.

TIP: Dreaming is proven to help us

heal from the traumatic experiences

we have faced. If your dreams are

often negative then try to keep what

you watch and think about before

bed positive; remove negative shows

or social media before bed and try

writing in a gratitude journal to help

shift away from negative thoughts.

Ideally, we are getting 5 full cycles

of sleep each night to optimize your

rest and recovery time.
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Everyone dreams, but many people don’t

remember their dreams. Dreaming is a

healing process for the brain, people who

have experienced trauma or are highly

stressed often experience vivid dreams, or

nightmares. 

If you wake after having a nightmare,

try using a grounding technique or

reframe the negative thoughts to calm

yourself so that you can return to

sleep again.

While each stage of a sleep cycle is

important, REM sleep and Deep Sleep

offer the most benefit.



During deep sleep, the body slows down to

allow time for healing. Deep sleep has

many benefits, it improves immune

function, regulates glucose levels, releases

the human growth hormone, and removes

the build-up of sleep pressure (adenosine)

so that you wake up feeling refreshed and

ready for a new day.

TIP: Think of sleep as a resource, we need

to manage our resources wisely. Try to

prioritize sleep by allocating 8 hours of

time for your body to rest each day.

DEEP SLEEP: THE BEST
HEALTH INSURANCE

FACTORS THAT
AFFECT SLEEP
Some of the most common reasons we

aren't sleeping well are behavioural in

nature and can be adjusted with some

knowledge and awareness.

Outlined in the next pages are some great

tips to help you improve your sleep.  You

do not have to take any of this advice, but

doing so will likely improve your sleep.  

You are in control, so break the cycle and

start sleeping better.



TIPS TO SOLVE YOUR SLEEP

STRESS
Manage your cortisol levels

Too much stress can increase cortisol in our
body, which can interfere with natural
melatonin levels.

TIP: It can take 1 hour to come down from a
stressful event, so if you feel stress, try to take
care of it right away.  Take a 5-minute break,
take 5-10 deep breathes, go for a short walk,
get some sun on your shoulders, stretch, laugh,
talk to a friend, close your eyes for a few
minutes, or take a nap. 
Learn to relax; practice meditation, or try
progressive relaxation technique, show
gratitude and work on your breathwork. 
 Experts suggest these things because they
work. Start small, and be easy on yourself,
change is tough but worth it.

ARTIFICIAL LIGHT
We live in a dark-deprived society

Try to reduce artificial light as bedtime
approaches. Blue, green and white light are
often the brightest lights, try to reduce or
replace them with soft white, yellow, or red
bulbs. 

TIP: Create a bedtime routine that does not
include TV, or screen time to increase
melatonin levels naturally so that when Sleep
Pressure is high enough your body clock is
ready for sleep too. 
Ideas to include: having a bath, reading, playing
cards, writing in your journal, listening to music,
calling a friend, breath work, stretching,
colouring, write in a gratitude journal.

CAFFEINE
Has a half life of 6 hours

Meaning that if you drink a cup of coffee at
noon, half of it is still circulating through
your system 6 hours later. Regardless of
how well you metabolize caffeine, studies
show that caffeine affects our deep sleep
overall.

TIP: Caffeine blocks our adenosine
receptors, which prevents us from
knowing that we are feeling tired; using
caffeine at the start of the day is the best
way to ensure that it is not preventing the
body from sleeping later in the day when it
is needed.

ALCOHOL
Both a sedative and stimulant

Alcohol can give off a relaxed feeling,
allowing us to think it helps with sleep but
causes us to wake hours later and then slip
into a more shallow sleep.

TIP: It can take about an hour to metabolize
one drink, so drink wisely, you are in control of
your own intake so watch what you put into
your body before you go to bed each night
and experiment with changes.  Alcohol
causes a loss in deep sleep, for some this can
lead to a vicious cycle of feeling tired in the
morning, grabbing another coffee, and then
following it up with another few drinks at
night before falling asleep. 



LOVE YOUR ROOM

Create a sleep sanctuary

Your room should be dark, cool, and
quiet. Turn a fan on, remove electronics,
cover any lights (especially blue or
green) and create a space that you enjoy
that is used only for sleep, with no work. 
 TV or other distractions in the room.

TIP: Your subconscious mind hates
clutter so put away the laundry and the
papers lying around; make your bed in
the morning and create a space that you
truly enjoy so you can drift off easily
when it is time to sleep.

MINDSET

Are you a bad sleeper?

If you say so, you are probably right.  Keep
your mindset about sleep positive. Whether
you have struggled for days, weeks, or
years, you are not broken, your sleep can
improve. Remind yourself of that and try not
to focus on bad sleep.

TIP: Get a small journal and write down any
time you think or talk about sleep or even if
you hear someone else talk about sleep.
Don’t judge yourself for your thoughts, just
bring it into awareness so you can start to
reframe; try to go from “I will never fall
asleep” to “I always fall asleep eventually”.
Keep your thoughts around sleep positive, it
takes time and practice but is worth the
effort so you can shift your subconscious
mind into knowing you are a good sleeper
and deserve to rest.

SHIFT WORK
Can disrupt the natural cycle

Shift work can make it difficult to fall asleep
easily and stay asleep because it goes
against our natural circadian rhythm.
Ensure you can set aside 8 hours of rest time
daily. Try to resist napping on the couch after
your shift, go to bed and have a solid block of
sleep time instead of broken naps all day.

TIP: Take a nap before your shift and bank
some sleep.  Use caffeine at the start of your
shift and try to avoid it within 5 hours of when
you are done.  Eat healthy (protein, nuts,
complex carbohydrates, water) during your
shift and take a break whenever possible.
Wear sunglasses home, create a sleep
sanctuary that is waiting for you and prioritize
sleep so your family knows you need this
time to sleep, just as they do at night.

NAPPING

Either 20 or 90 minutes

Napping can be beneficial when used
properly. Sleep pressure (adenosine) needs
to build naturally over the course of the day
so that when melatonin levels rise, the
ability to sleep will come easy. 
Napping can help recover lost sleep, but
also can prevent a good night’s sleep by
removing too much sleep pressure. Some
people do well with napping so experiment
to figure out what serves you best.

TIP: Set your alarm; ideally naps are just
under 20 minutes and serve as a rest, or are
a full 90-minute restorative sleep cycle.
Often waking in between these times can
cause sleep inertia, making the nap feel
useless.
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The importance of sleep is often
felt when we are not getting
enough of it.  

Put a priority on your sleep and try
to manage it so that you can get
the most possible each day. 

Once you are in control of your
sleep you will be rewarded with
feeling great and having enough
energy to take on everything you
want to. It can take time to see
change but small things do help so
don’t give up on yourself. 

You deserve to sleep well so find
the things that are not serving you
and make small adjustments. 

If you have questions or concerns
about your sleep, please reach
out. 

Sleep well, Brooke

Brooke Hohenadel | Certified Child & Adult Sleep Consultant 

 bedtimebeginnings.com | brooke@bedtimebeginnings.com 

(519) 852-6225

 

TAKE CONTROL OF

YOUR SLEEP


